
SMT MODULE 2
LEADING CHANGE THAT MATTERS



ON COMPLETION OF MODULE 2 YOU WILL:

• Build shared values, trust, collaboration and a supportive 
culture to institute care.

• Reflect on what active steps you have taken to improve 
teaching and learning in your school.

• Lead curriculum coverage change in schools - mobilise 
colleagues & reinforce new practices.

• Use planning and tracking evidence to hold professional, 
supportive, collaborative conversations.

• Collaboration and supportive processes with community.
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At the end of the Module, you will be given tasks to do 

which Circuit Managers and Subject Advisers will 

support and reinforce.



KWAZULU-NATAL
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❑ SMTs understand 

curriculum coverage and 

the need for change

❑ Teachers plan, track, 

record & share curriculum 

coverage challenges with 

colleagues & DHs 

❑ DHs plan, schedule and 

hold one on one meetings 

to support teachers

❑ DHs track, report and 

discuss challenges at 

meetings

❑ The principal & SMT leads 

curriculum coverage 

change by planning, 

tracking and talking about 

curriculum coverage 

problems and appropriate 

action

Change starts with me

• Changing teacher support 

practices creates conditions 

for teachers to make 

evidence based 

professional judgements

Leading change that 

matters

• Lead change, share values, 

and build collaboration & 

trust as a basis for professional 

conversations about curriculum

LEADING AND MANAGING CURRICULUM CHANGE TO CREATE 

SCHOOL CONDITIONS FOR IMPROVING CURRICULUM COVERAGE 

AND SUPPORT AND SUSTAIN CHANGE PRACTICES

Conceptual Curriculum coverage, leading change, curriculum management 

& support, spheres of influence and concern, reciprocal 

accountability

Technical Planners, trackers, scheduling, dashboards, planning and 

support cycle, time management, prioritising,

Adaptive Purpose, agency, gift of feedback, trust and values, building 

relationships, active listening, problem-solving, safe spaces

TOOLS

OUTCOMES



RECONNECTING WITH PURPOSE
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Reflect on your 

learning 

journey



YOUR SCHOOL-WORK …
Did you:

❑ Think about whether curriculum 
change starts with you and the 
relationships in your school?

❑ Identify the challenges that you 
CAN improve?

❑ Schedule and plan your own 
curriculum management tasks?

❑ Guide the teachers you lead to 
track their curriculum coverage 
and reflect on challenges and 
solutions?

❑ Try to hold a constructive one-on-
one conversation which reflects 
on coverage?

❑ Have a conversation with your 
circuit manager and subject 
adviser about curriculum 
coverage?
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Write the answers in your notebook, then 

share with a colleague:

1. What did you do?

2. How did it go? What challenges did you 

face? How did you sort it out?

3. What was not done? What prevented the 

activities being done?

4. Why do activities related to curriculum 

coverage matter?

5. What fundamental conditions must be in 

place for supportive professional 

conversations based on evidence to take 

place and for collaborative problem 

solving?
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WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF EFFECTIVE PROFESSIONAL 

CONVERSATION AND 
COLLABORATIONS?



LEADING CHANGE

• Most of the people who write about school 
leadership highlight the importance of building 
relational trust

• SMTs can build collaborative cultures by:
• Being non-judgemental and using feedback for 

improvement
• Using discussion results and practice to learn how 

to do better
• Having high expectations about performance

• Providing teaching and emotional support

• The focus on teaching and learning should be 
embedded in the culture and routines of the 
school
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LEADING CHANGE

• Fullan calls this 
leadership for 
jointly determined 
change

• This leadership 
creates the 
conditions for 
professional 
conversations 
based on evidence

8MichaelFullan.ca



LEADING CHANGE 

• For system change to occur on a larger scale we need schools 
learning from each other and districts learning from each other. 
My colleagues and I call this 'lateral capacity building 'and see it 
as absolutely crucial for system reform (Fullan, Hill and 
Crevola, 2006; Fullan, 2006).

• Having a ‘theory in use’ is not good enough, of itself. The 
people involved must also push to the next level, to make their 
theory of action explicit

• Fullan 6 steps: Love your people, Connect with your peers, 
Capacity build rather than judge. Learning is work Transparency 
and systems reform.
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CURRICULUM
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INTRODUCING THE CASE 
STUDY



DR MOLEFE PRIMARY SCHOOL

We are going to use the case study of the Dr Molefe Primary 
School to explore the practices of leading change 

Working through this case study will enable you to lead:

• Discussions about SMT practices for supporting curriculum 
management tasks

• Teachers’ tracking, reflection and reporting as evidence for 
conversations about curriculum coverage

• The establishment of routines of professional, supportive 
conversations

• Positive change by building collaboration and trust in your staff
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INTRODUCING THE SCHOOL MANAGEMENT TEAM

Ms. Chaane 

DH: Foundation Phase

TeacherTeacher Teacher
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Mrs. 

Sambo

Deputy 

Principal 

Ms. Baloyi 

DH: Intermediate Phase

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Mr. 

Maluleke

Principal

Mr. Motsepe

Circuit Manager



ACTIVITY 1

Read pages 1 & 2 of the case study and the reflections 
of the meeting. Firstly, discuss the following in your 
groups:

• What observations can you make about this school?

• How do you think the report back went at the school?

Discuss with your group how the report back went 
at your school? 

• What went well and what can still be improved?
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30 minutes



THIS SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION – RECONNECTING WITH PURPOSE

2. LEADING CHANGE THAT MATTERS

3. INTRODUCING THE CASE STUDY

4. HOW DID THE SCHOOL REPORT-BACK GO?

5. SCHEDULING, PLANNING AND REFLECTING ON CURRICULUM 

MANAGEMENT TASKS

6. PLANNING FOR DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS

7. SUPPORTIVE CURRICULUM CONVERSATIONS AND REFLECTIONS

8. CLIP IS A JOURNEY OF CHANGE – AND IT NEEDS ALIGNMENT OF VALUES!

9. BUILDING A CULTURE OF COLLABORATION AND TRUST

10. WORK TO DO AT SCHOOL
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SUMMARY OF CASE STUDY
• The school has few staff meetings and curriculum never on the agenda.

• Foundation phase is doing well but intermediate phase has challenges. 
Average maths marks in grade 7 is 30%.

• No real guidance and support for teachers

• Lack of planning and curriculum reports to district done at the last minute. 

• After module one report back is given to staff members by the DP. 

• The CM is supportive and will assist school to put strategies to improve 
especially supportive curriculum conversations. 

• School is keen to improve and has potential to do so.

• Activities are reflective and often pose questions back to participants own 
experience.

• DH intermediate phase has a difficult teacher – ignores timelines etc.

• But there are positive signs that change is on its way with CLIP.
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ACTIVITY 2

The DHs and Mrs. Sambo completed the Principal/Deputy 
and DH Curriculum Management Scheduling and Tracking 
tool for the next 5-week period.

• Using your experience of completing the tool, as well as your 
knowledge of Dr Molefe Primary School, reflect on how this process 
might have gone for the SMT? What worked and what were the 
challenges?

• What can Mrs. Sambo and the DHs do to build a collaborative culture 
so that teachers try the new practices.
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30 minutes
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What is professional 

learning and how does it 

happen in your school?



ACTIVITY 3

• What are the inter-personal and professional 
challenges being experienced by the Ms. Baloyi with 
Mr. Diale?

• Discuss an approach to assist Ms. Baloyi to have a 
professional conversation with Mr. Diale. 

• In preparing for the conversation, think through:
• What are the challenges of supportive supervision?

• How could this conversation embody the values of respect, 
integrity, honest and accountability?

• How do you have a difficult conversation?
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30 minutes



EFFECTIVE SUPERVISION LEADS TO 
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

Traditional practice Professional support practice

Professional learning is an 

isolated event triggered by the 

individual teacher.

Professional learning is a routine practice 

within the school, involving all teachers.

Professional learning usually 

means attending a workshop.

Professional learning is promoted within the 

school by planning, scheduling structured 

meetings, peer support, and other routine 

opportunities for formal and informal 

professional discussions.

The focus is on teaching in 

terms of new theories, new 

policies or CAPS 

requirements.

The professional learning focus is on 

making the biggest difference to student 

learning.
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WHAT IS A DIFFICULT CONVERSATION?
• It is a conversation that you are anxious, nervous, or even 

fearful about having.  Why is it difficult?

oPainful feelings are involved – frustration, hurt, anger

oHow we feel about ourselves is at stake – self-worth, competence

oFears about the future comes up – what effect will this have on my 

relationship, my role, my career?

oPolicies and procedures are sometimes violated and this may make the 

conversation more difficult

• When having a difficult conversation: 

oFocus on the issue, 

oBe descriptive, specific, clear and accurate
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HAVING DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS
• Foreground values: respect, integrity, honesty and accountability.

• “Eat the frog” Procrastinating may result in your not tackling the issue at all.

• Prepare for meeting  (have all the facts) if you don’t plan you simply won’t 
get there.

• Listen as much as you can. Clarify so that you don't misinterpret.

• How can I help you. If you want the colleague to change a habit or behaviour 
and be personally reflective, they need to know that you care about their 
improvement.

• Take good notes. A tough conversation might take unexpected twists and 
turns. Be sure that the meeting is documented accurately.

• Follow up (set a date for next meeting) Long term success is based on at 
least a second follow-up meeting to reinforce your message. Set a date for 
that meeting before the first meeting is complete. 

• Agree on way forward. 

• Assume good intentions Most people want to do well at their job and truly 
care about professionalism. 
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I find it hard to have difficult 
conversations and tend to avoid 

these

I cannot shift patterns 
of interaction with 
people that were 

previously my peers

I am 
supervising 

people that are 
my friends

I am struggling to 
get people to accept 

my authority

I feel that 
the people I 
supervise 

don’t 
respect me

I find it difficult to 
give negative 

feedback to people

I cannot find the time to 
look at what the people I 

am supervising are 
actually doing

I don’t feel 
that I add 

any value to 
the work of 
the people I 
supervise

My colleagues distrust 
the process through 

which I was appointed or 
placed.

Some of the 
people I 

supervise 
know more 

than me

I am unable to take 
criticism from the 
people I have to 

supervise

I am afraid to show 
areas of weakness or 

need in the work of my 
colleagues

I am afraid that people 
might think that I am 
policing their work

Everyone stamps and signs; nobody 
gives feedback. So, I find it difficult to 

be the only one commenting and giving 
feedback on the work of those that I 

have to supervise.

I work in a totally 
dysfunctional school, and 
people have accepted the 

situation, and say I am going 
to do as they do soon.

I know my job, but I find it 
difficult to relate to people.

I teach in the Foundation 
Phase, and I am a class teacher. 

There is no time for me to 
supervise.

The principal dictates what I 
have to do in my phase. 

Sometimes what the principal 
expects me to do is not in line 

with departmental policy

I specialised in  one subject, 
but I have to supervise 

others, in which I have not 
specialised. 

I was trained in 
the ‘what’ but not 
in the ‘how’ of my 
supervisory role.

I find it difficult to do my job because 
department officials give us mixed 

messages about we have to do. 

I have never been trained as a curriculum 
manager. I do not feel confident 

supervising the work of others, particularly 
because I come from the same school. 

SUPERVISION IS DIFFICULT
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ACTIVITY 4

You will need to work through pages 3 to 11 of the Case Study for 

Activity 4

• Examine the ATP, the examples of learners’ work, and the personal 

reflections from the two teachers:  Mr. Mkhize and Mrs. Biyela

• As a group, for both teachers, agree on a summary description of 

what is happening with curriculum coverage (both what the teachers 

have taught and what the learners have learned), and their individual 

reflection.

• Where do you think each teacher can improve?

• THINK ABOUT AND DISCUSS:

• In what ways are these two examples similar or different to what is happening 

in your staff with monitoring, reflecting and reporting on curriculum coverage?

• How can you provide supportive and caring feedback?

• How would you need to change your supervision style?
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60 minutes



ACTIVITY 5

Imagine that you are Mrs. Baloyi - the DH responsible for 
supporting these two teachers. 

• Use the DH CURRICULUM COVERAGE CONVERSATION 
WITH A TEACHER (see pages 12-14) to prepare for a 
professional, supportive, conversation about curriculum 
coverage as Ms. Baloyi with Mr. Mkhize that is based on 
evidence of his work and that will leave him feeling supported 
and able to improve - with a clear idea of what to do. 

• Your group may find it useful to develop ‘conversation prompts’ 
that will start the conversation (see some conversation prompts 
on page 14)

• Role play this conversation in your group.
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30 minutes



8 TIPS FOR GIVING FEEDBACK

End with thanks & planned collaboration on next steps

1. Organise your thoughts – what performance/behaviour do you want to 
redirect or reinforce?

2. Choose an appropriate time; directly after the event is often best
3. Always try to give feedback one-on-one 

4. Emotional or challenging moments may arise during the course of 
giving feedback.  If the person is emotional, deal with the emotions first

5. Pay attention to the individual’s non-verbal cues

6. Questions are a powerful tool to understand where the individual is coming 
from and keep conversation on track 

7. Listening is critical to building rapport, understanding the other person’ 
position, and making the discussion meaningful

8. Use proactive language
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FEEDBACK THAT IS 
DELIVERED WELL 
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❑ Describes observed behaviours, not character traits or personal 

assessments

❑ Is direct and avoids impersonal statements (“One should…”)

❑ Explains why you are recommending that a particular behaviour is 

adjusted (or continued) in terms of its  and its effect (or impact)  on you 

and/or others

❑ Includes actionable, relevant suggestions

❑ Balances telling (provider’s perspective) and asking (receiver’s 

perspective) throughout the conversation

❑ Is given in a timely fashion

❑ Is honest



TASKS TO DO AT SCHOOL:

1. Plan your Curriculum Leadership Tasks for the next 5 weeks 
using your Principal/ Deputy and DH Curriculum Management 
Scheduling and Tracking Tool (or your adaptation of this). 

DH, we would like you to extend the number of teachers that you 
are having one-on-one conversations with, and to use the DH 

Curriculum Coverage Conversation With A Teacher

Be ready to share your Curriculum Management and 

Scheduling Plan and your Tracking of this plan )and the 

evidence with your IDSO and/ or Subject Adviser/s

The CMs and Advisers will want to have professional, 

supportive conversations with you about curriculum 

management and curriculum coverage– based on evidence
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DO WE HAVE A COMMON SET OF 
VALUES THAT WILL INFORM OUR 

BEHAVIORS AND ACTIONS AT OUR 
SCHOOL? 
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TO DO AT SCHOOL IN PREPARATION FOR 

DISCUSSION WITHIN THE SMT


